**Announcement: Next Entrepreneurship Talk on 30 October 2015**

We would like to invite you to our upcoming Entrepreneurship Talk:

David Duwe, Founder and Chief Sales Officer, Medical Media MMG GmbH  
**KlinikumPlus - or How to Find the Right Doctor**  
A report about starting a company

Amit Tyagi, Jaqueline Brinn  
**Stepping into Entrepreneurship: An Experience worth Sharing**  
A report from Startify7, a Horizon 2020 project from the European Commission aimed at training young future ICT entrepreneurs in Europe.

When: Friday, 30 October 2015, 14:00  
Where: Forschungszentrum L3S/L3S Research Center  
Appelstraße 9a, 15th floor, Multi Media Room

Contact:  
Susanne Oetzmann  
Forschungszentrum L3S  
Leibniz Universität Hannover  
Appelstraße 9a  
30167 Hannover  
phone: + 49 (0) 511 762 17714  
fax: + 49 (0) 511 762 17779  
mailto: oetzmann@l3s.de  
www.startup.L3S.de